
Employee 
Stock Sales 
App



Employees in Retail and Hospitality Industry find it difficult to 
take benefits of organizational offerings, due to the lack of 
proper packages or discounts they can avail

Desired Outcomes

Employees are unable to get discounts on their 

own organizational product/services in Retail & 

Hospitality Industry

This is leading to lack of Employee Motivation & 

Loyalty 

An application that can envisage employee 

privileges

The application should be able to create 

packages, budget & apply discounts against 

employee ID’s or hierarchy

Employee Privilege solution to add value as part 

of employee engagement & Loyalty program 

The solution will help organizations to run an 

employee privilege program

As a result of lack of privileges/benefits, 

employees may quit the organization sooner.  

This leads to reduced productivity, depletion 

in quality of service & create a negative 

culture

Management finds it difficult to match 

discounts/budget/packages against all 

employees due to the size of the 

organization. This should be logically 

approached with technical expertise

Globally, the solution will cater to retail & 

hospitality industry that has a combined 

manpower of over 500 million jobs

Challenges Ideal Solution



Data Semantics-Employee Stock Sales App

Improve the business productivity by rewarding employees with your own services/products

Creates Packages

The management can create 

packages that employees can 

avail in the form of free or 

discounted holidays or goods

• Employees can pick their 

favorite package

• Employees can encash worth 

the package

Creates Budget

Employees may be offered a fixed 

amount of budget for the year as 

part of employee privileges 

• Employees need to bear the extra 

cost on top of the budget 

• Employees can even experience 

or avail high-value 

goods/services at a minimal cost

Creates Fixed Discounts

A certain percentage of discount 

can be allowed on each & every 

goods/services 

• Employees can make use of the 

discount to experience all the 

offerings

• This fixed discount in the form of 

coupons can be gifted to the family 

members

Data Semantics Employee Stock Sales App acts as a value addition appliance to the human resource and business alike by 

improving Employee Engagement and Increased Productivity respectively



Data Semantics-Employee Privileges + PowerApps 

Data Semantics Employee Privileges + PowerApps can help large retail as well as hospitality clients to develop a low code application that can be 

easily deployed in the enterprise technology environment without impeding the business continuity.

Lightening Speed App Creation

With the help of PowerApps the low code app 

can be developed easily without any major 

dependencies. PowerApps can build Mobile 

apps, apps  to run on browser or even desktop 

apps quickly.

PowerApps can easily connect with all Microsoft 

applications. Additionally, drag and drop 

selections and templates make accessing data 

from cloud services quick and compatible. Also, 

PowerApps can easily connect with many 

standalone data storage services.

With over 80+ PowerApps consultants and 

expertise in working with many Retail and 

Hospitality clients, Data Semantics is at the 

forefront of developing solutions that brings 

sound value to clients.

Uses Standard Connectors Data Semantics Power Apps Expertise

Solution Alignment


